The most recent downturn in oil prices presented some of the darkest times for oilfield equipment manufacturers and their pressure pumping customers. Tens of thousands of machine shop, manufacturing and oilfield service workers were furloughed. The downturn did not discriminate against executives, middle managers or critical hands-on workers. Now that the dust has settled, there was a new message to those who survived—innovate or die.

It is the mantra that E&P operators, supporting service contractors, equipment manufacturers and even the suppliers of raw materials have come to embrace. Desperate times called for desperate measures, and no group was immune to the immense pressure to cut costs, lead times and process cycle times.

In 2015 Kerr Pumps was drawn into the fluid end replacement market by several large pressure pumpers in search of longer lasting fluid ends that could withstand the high pressures needed to fracture shale. At that time, a global special metals producer was looking for a partner to experiment using an extremely tough aerospace stainless steel alloy for fluid end forgings. Super Stainless, a high-tensile, high-Charpy stainless steel, was introduced as an innovative metallurgy as compared to 4330 carbon steel and 17-4 PH stainless steel.

Through the downturn, the company continued development of new sealing technologies and fluid end designs that shifted wear to sacrificial consumable components rather than to the expensive fluid end. In 2017 the two-piece Frac 1 CONNECT fluid end was developed with a 30% to 40% lower price point than the legacy flange-style design.

Materials, design extend fluid end life

A new design and changes in metallurgy shift wear from expensive pump fluid ends to sacrificial consumable components.

New fluid end, valve seat designs

To dissipate the enormous cyclic stresses generated within fluid ends during high-pressure pumping, a departure from the legacy fluid end form factor was required. Most notable was the transition from threaded suction cover caps to a stud-and-nut design.

In pumps that use the threaded suction cover caps, a 4.5-in. plunger pumping at 12,000 psi delivers more than 287,000 lb of stress onto the threads of the caps. With the stud-and-nut design of the Frac 1 CONNECT fluid end, that stress is dispersed down to 35,875 lb across each of the eight studs and nuts (Figure 1).

If there is one Holy Grail in pressure pumping, it would be maintenance-free stages for the fluid ends. Valve seats are the lowest common denominator for
routine fluid end maintenance. The company developed the Super Seat valve seat to address wear (Figure 2). The stainless steel construction of the valve seat includes tungsten carbide at the strike face to endure more than 200 hours of operation regardless of the proppant composition or the shale basin. Since January the company has monitored the field performance of thousands of Super Seats, with numerous reports of the seats lasting more than 400 hours with minimal signs of wear.

Developed to bridge the gap until a longer lasting, 200-plus-hour valve is introduced, the company has developed the Frac One X (FIX) fluid end design, which features a bolt-on threaded hammer nut to access the fluid end (Figure 3). The FIX provides the familiar threaded cover cap of the legacy-style fluid end with an added fail-safe protection. The major problem this design solves is seized cover caps from broken threads. Simply replace the bolt-on threaded hammer nut—in the field—and resume pumping. The FIX brings forward the new two-piece fluid end design for a more rigid connection with substantial stainless steel cost savings. Additionally, there are bolt-on cover caps to disperse the massive cyclic stress loads, while providing threaded connections for simpler swap out of valves and valve seats.

FIGURE 3. The FIX pump incorporates threaded hammer nuts and a bolt-on cover cap. (Source: Kerr Pumps)